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Status
 Closed

Subject
feature_sefurl : 5.1rc1 fails, so any request for display of a page (magnifier icon) fails

Version
5.x

Category
Error
Regression
Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Search

Submitted by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Lastmod by
Bernard TREMBLAY

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Hello,

On my system :

feature_sefurl don't functions normally.

Important : Subject feature_sefurl : last version 5.1rc1 (current yesterday but may be before). The
feature_sefurl don't functions normally (I have not searched why, I don't look at in details to this
part).

__So if the option is activated all url(s) as

site/<page name>

fail and any action, particularly page-object-display (magnifier icon) reaches a 404 error. __

nota : naturally, if the option is not activated the url generated for display of pages is :
__

site/tiki-index.php?page=<page name> __

which functions normally.
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Solution
The error was surely coming from Apache parameters or .htaccess added directives.

So,
- first I add a full auth... sequence to test the .htaccess normal activity
- I create a simple php test file into the tiki directory and define a rewrite rule to access it and test
the rewrite engine.

I found the error into the .htaccess file after voluntary generating a 500 error code .

For tiki the management of 404 testing the situation and saying "rewrite engine have failed" would
help debugging installations with modified directives into .htaccess, a gooddy.

Workaround
This can occurs if accidentally your .htaccess file is not well treated without generating a system
error (500)

The rewrite engine don't functions normally or simply ignored.

Importance
9 high

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
3508

Created
Wednesday 04 August, 2010 22:21:15 GMT-0000
by Bernard TREMBLAY

LastModif
Friday 06 August, 2010 01:06:53 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
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